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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Recommendation to award RFQ 15-6433 Production of the Tourism Guide to Miles Media Group,
LLLP and authorize the Chairman to execute the County Attorney approved contract and make a
finding that this action promotes tourism.
______________________________________________________________________________
OBJECTIVE: Recommendation of staff selection of vendor to produce our annual Visitor Guide and
related contract.
CONSIDERATIONS: Annually the Tourism Department produces a printed and digital Visitor Guide
for the destination. At the conclusion of each contract term, Collier County requires a completive bidding
process. The Collier County Purchasing Department developed RFQ 15-6433 Production of Tourism
Guide. The RFQ was publicly advertised on April 1, 2015. Email notices were sent to 679 firms
with 55 firms requesting full solicitation packages. One bid response was received by the due date of
April 23, 2015. We received 2 non-bid forms.
The result of the bid response from Miles Media Group is as follows:
“Turn-key” service including travel and out of pocket expenses,
advertisement sales and management, design, research,
composition, set-up, and proofing
Cost for printing, binding, packaging and distribution (125,000
copies)
Total cost for Internet media developing, uploading and
coordination with CVB vendor
Total of 1
Percent of Advertising Revenue to be shared with CVB (i.e. for
every $1 collected, the percent that will be returned to the County

$

93,000

$

52,000

$
$

1,500
146,500
80%

Staff recommends award of this solicitation to the responsive, qualified bidder, Miles Media Group.
FISCAL IMPACT: The first year cost to Collier County (2016 Guide) is projected to be up to $46,500
based on advertising sales of $125,000 and 80% credited to the total production cost. This amount is
included in the proposed FY 16 Tourism Department budget. Subsequent years cost will be determined
by estimate depending on paper and printing costs, editorial content changes and new photography
needed. The cost history to produce this guide with Miles has ranged from $25,000 to $42,124 over the
past four years.
GROWTH MANAGEMENT IMPACT: There is no impact to the Growth Management Plan with this
action.
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS: This item has been approved as to form and legality and requires
majority vote for approval. – CMG
RECOMMENDATION: That the Board of County Commissioners awards RFQ 15-6433- Production of
Tourism Guide to Miles Media Group, LLLP and authorizes the Chairman to sign the County Attorney
approved contract and all necessary documents and make a finding that this action promotes tourism.

PREPARED BY: Jack Wert, Tourism Director
Enc: Bid Schedule; Solicitation; Contract
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Introductory Letter
Dear Collier County Tourism Team,
Since the inception of the Greater Naples, Marco Island & Everglades CVB, Miles has had the
pleasure of working alongside the CVB team and agency to ensure that the Paradise Coast
guide and websites are showpieces for all that Collier County has to offer the traveler. In fact,
we have been creating tourism products for over 60 years now and for at least half that period
have produced innovative print and digital products focused on Florida, our home state. These
include proprietary SEE magazines, and both past and current work for VISIT FLORIDA, Visit St.
Pete Clearwater, Sarasota, St. Augustine, South Walton, Experience Kissimmee and Brand USA.
We understand publishing and marketing but, more importantly, we understand visitors—their
tourism needs and expectations. A core strength of our company has always been our ability to
help clients tell their stories and connect to their desired audiences. Our deep insights into print
and the ways it must now integrate with digital solutions are foundational to our ability to shape
timely, effective tourism products that are in tune with ever-evolving visitor behaviors.
In today’s digital age, the role of print is being redefined. According to the State of the American
Traveler study released in February 2015, 44% of U.S. leisure travelers used print publications
for trip planning, and consumers who used smartphones to plan their trips were 54% more likely
to use print publications for trip planning than non-mobile travelers. This research suggests vital
new directions for print guides.
In the pages that follow we outline some exciting ideas for enhancing the print components of
the Paradise Coast Visitors Guide and for taking them beyond the page to further inspire and
engage potential visitors. Our suggestions include mobile-based Layar technology as well as
User-Generated Content (UGC) that cross-promote between print and mobile.
In a landscape where consumers immerse themselves in more media than ever before, print
holds a unique place in both inspiration and planning. The key is identifying when and how
best to reach and influence consumers at both of these stages of the travel cycle. That is the
challenge Miles again wants to take on with the CVB. From content creation to ad sales and
distribution, we have everything in place (including a long-standing relationship with Phase V,
your fulfillment company) to deliver the perfect visitor guide.
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your RFQ. We very much hope to continue our
collaborative, successful, future-focused relationship.
Sincerely,

Roger Miles
Chairman & CEO

Lauren Bourgoing
Account Director
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Our Vision for the Paradise Coast Guide
Even as more and more destinations ramp up their digital presence, print
remains an extremely strong component of the travel planning process.
As publishers of 60 print guides and maps annually, we know and appreciate how important
it is to constantly evolve our products based on the latest research and conversion studies.
With the rising use of digital devices by travelers we often hear from industry partners that “print
is dead” (or dying). However, independent research on the subject shows otherwise.
The authoritative State of the American Traveler research conducted by Destination Analysts
(http://www.milespartnership.com/library/state-of-the-american-traveler-february-2015) over the
last six years highlights that print usage has actually slightly increased (2009–2015) and print
publications continue to have an important role in the travel planning process. A few key
takeaways from our recent review of media usage research are:
» Print usage by visitors is not in decline, but in fact has been growing slowly over the last six
years. We have moved from a “Mass Media” environment to a new, complex online/offline
media environment. Travelers are using “Masses of Media.”
» Mobile (smartphone and tablet) use in travel planning has been growing strongly and has
reached the penetration of print among U.S. leisure travelers.
» Print usage spans the generations; for example, Gen Y travelers are almost as likely as Baby
Boomers to order an official visitor guide.
Our conclusion is that print usage among U.S. leisure travelers remains strong but there is clear
evidence that its role is changing in the trip planning process. With the rise of mobile, its place
as an “in market” information source is likely to decrease with an increasing emphasis on the
all-important inspiration and dreaming stages of travel planning.
This review illustrates why print is still relevant—and important—to the travel planning process.
The content within, however, has evolved to become part of a multi-channel strategy that
delivers inspirational ideas and travel planning information to consumers through a variety of
outlets: print, web and mobile. Knowing what type of content to deliver in each channel is our
specialty.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Industry research has shown that potential travelers most often
use print guides during the “inspiration phase” of the travel planning
process. Therefore, it’s important that the new Paradise Coast Visitors
Guide entices travelers to choose the area over other destinations—
and engages them in a way that encourages them to stay longer
and spend more.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
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So how will we do that? By bringing your brand to life with:
1. A content strategy that inspires. We’ll make tourists feel like locals and showcase
the range of experiences that await—from beaches and nature to family attractions and
shopping—through inspiration-focused content centered around an authentic voice and
strong social integration.

2. A contemporary design. We’ll capture readers’ attention by preserving the present
design, which successfully reflects the area’s energy and vitality while conveying a
luxurious, welcoming feeling.

3. A dose of innovation. We’re introducing complementary digital components that
encourage visitors to stretch their imaginations (and allow your marketing dollars to
do more).

A Content Strategy That Inspires
Our proposed evolution of the Paradise Coast Visitors Guide centers around
enhancing the publication with content additions that hook consumers on an
emotional level—by casting light on options that the latest research confirms are
particularly enticing.
We will grab visitors’ attention with the publication’s authenticity, quality, substance and style—
and motivate them to stay longer and see more during their trip to Naples, Marco Island and
the Everglades. Coverage will include area highlights, beaches, water experiences, parks
and nature, golf, dining, family vacations, itineraries tailored to specific interest or
demographic segments, shopping, area maps and listings for Visitor Services, Area
Sightseeing and Accommodations.
We recommend the following content enhancements, which will serve to align the Visitors Guide
with the CVB’s social channels and with tourism industry trends:


In recognition of the fact that events are a significant driver of traffic to ParadiseCoast.com,
we would like to turn the guide’s present Events section (currently a half page shared with
the Table of Contents) into a one- or two-page feature that showcases key events and
points reader to the website’s Major Annual Events page for additional information. The
extra space will allow for more immersive photography, and the cross-collaboration between
the print and web products will afford visitors a more expansive view of their options.



We can cross-promote your online and social channels in various sections of the guide
by soliciting ideas, photos, comments, Q&A and more. For example, we can pose questions
on Facebook and Twitter (“Where’s your favorite place to commune with nature?”) and
repurpose the responses in the print guide. Suggestions from locals and past visitors add

3
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____________________________________________________________________________________
to the guide’s overall authenticity in a way that helps position it and the CVB as the most
trusted sources of information on the area.


Tying in quotes from your social media channels add a fun, personal touch that can
resonate with potential visitors who are accustomed to checking with multiple sources
before planning a trip. Including this content throughout the guide will not only showcase
the compelling things that people are saying about and experiencing in the area, but also
invite new visitors to be part of the conversation. To see our design mockup of the new
social spread, turn to the Attachments section of this proposal, starting on page 28.



We suggest a mild reimagining of the Come Explore area overview spread to reduce the
amount of text and allow for additional photography that could help orient readers and
provide an overview of area highlights. We might also want to weave in a few arts and
culture destinations into the various area sections, depending on the available space.



Recent Skift Trends travel industry research confirms that fitness and wellness amenities
are of paramount importance to travelers and that an increasing number of them are looking
to integrate healthy eating, mind-body habits and fitness into their trips. We therefore
recommend integrating spa and active lifestyle/fitness coverage into the guide—from spas
and trails to racing events, walking and yoga—either in a dedicated feature or throughout
the guide in various sections.



Judicially placed photo captions can serve to call out particular partners and draw
extra attention to area offerings. We advise adding them in where they can boost reader
engagement and insight. They can either describe single images or a grouping of images;
in the latter case the caption verbiage could run near the images rather than on them, and
include directional text.

Continuous Innovation
In addition to helping you create an inspirational, engaging contemporary print
magazine, we can assist you in developing fun, innovative online components
that will do more to engage and inspire than your print guide can do alone.

A Next-Generation eBook
We know from recent The State of the American Traveler research that consumers use multiple
channels when planning travel and seamlessly transition between print and digital products.
This is why we believe it’s important to have an innovative eBook solution that makes the
Paradise Coast Visitor Guide literally come to life in a digital eBook format. Having an eBook
will also allow you to link to the publication from your website and social channels, thereby
expanding your distribution without additional mailing costs. Here are three exciting ideas:

4
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1. Incorporate rich media content throughout the eBook experience utilizing assets you already
have such as videos, photography, audio files and more. While flipping through the eBook,
users will be able to click on photos to launch slideshows, view corresponding videos, click
on photos to change a day-time view to the night-time view of outdoor scenes or theme parks,
and more. Listings will also link to extended listing information online, adding additional value
to advertisers.
2. Create a closer connection with your social media channels such as Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter by incorporating a feed into the eBook experience, as well as offer readers the
option of following you on Twitter or liking you on Facebook directly from the eBook. We can
promote photo sharing ideas (such as contests and hashtags) in the printed guide as well as
on your social channels and allow users to upload photos via the eBook. This takes advantage
of your current social media community—and helps grow it significantly—by gathering usergenerated content and photos to use in future versions of the print guide and on your social
channels.

3. Finally, we will provide you with analytics information about engagement with the eBook to
help continually refine the guide’s content in future issues, such as expanding the most popular
sections.
The 2014 Paradise Coast eBook had an impressive 1,422 visits and the average time
per reader was 6.01 minutes. Click here to access the latest edition of the eBook:
http://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/milesmedia/2015ParadiseCoastOfficialVisitorsGuide/

5
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Layar Technology
Another idea we’re excited to propose is to incorporate Layar augmented
reality technology into the new Paradise Coast Visitors Guide. We’re currently
incorporating this new technology into a variety of travel guides we produce.
Here’s how it works:
Readers of the publication will be prompted to
download the free Layar app—which just happens
to be the world’s most downloaded app for viewing
interactive print.
Once the app is downloaded, they will be able to simply
point their phone with the app opened to any designated page of the printed publication to launch
the interactive experience—which might include a variety of exciting possibilities, such as launching
videos, photo slideshows and audio files that play right in the app; being able to share content with
friends via social media channels; and more.

We hope these future-focused ideas demonstrate that we aim to
continually evolve and earn your business. We plan to continue to
bring exciting, innovative ideas to the table and produce tangible
positive results for your destination.

6
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The Miles Advantage
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Travel promotion has been our company’s passion since 1954.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Since Roger Miles purchased the company in 1990, we’ve worked exclusively within the
tourism and hospitality industries, continuously reinventing ourselves to deliver forwardthinking, successful solutions that meet our clients’ needs. Although we’ve evolved and
expanded to become a fully integrated destination marketing company, our roots are in
conceptualizing, creating and delivering the highest-quality print products to DMOs for
distribution to leisure travelers and meeting professionals. Today, we publish 70 visitor
guides, maps and meeting planner guides annually, all of which contain content, graphics,
photography and directory listings that are fully comparable to what you’ve described in
your RFQ.

We also have 18 years of digital development experience. We’ve built more than 200 websites
of varying complexity and create/manage 100 travel websites annually, 25 of which (including
ParadiseCoast.com) are built using responsive design. We also manage 25 email programs
for our clients and deploy 40 million email messages each year.

7
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Recent Examples of Miles Print Guide Work
Captivating images and expressive writing capture area highlights in our visitors guides.
Sample editorial layouts from the 2015 Experience Kissimmee Destination Magazine:

8
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Sample editorial layouts from the 2015 Visit Florida Magazine:

9
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Sample editorial layouts from the 2015 Paradise Coast Visitors Guide:

10
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Vision for 2016 Paradise Coast Visitors Guide
Editorial Spread Integrating Social Media Quotes
This example showcases the enticing things people are saying about the area and invites
visitors to be part of the conversation.

11
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Our Core Competencies
As a turnkey destination marketing company that continues to innovate and adapt to changing
technologies and client needs, Miles offers a growing list of services:

»

Travel Guide Design, Content and Production

»

Strategic Services & Brand Development

»

Content Creation

»

Content Syndication

»

Email Marketing Programs

»

Data Collection & Management Services

»

Photo Shoots and Art Direction

»

Revenue Generation Programs/Sales (Co-op)

»

Web Program Management

»

Integrated Online Marketing Programs

»

Traffic Generation/SEM

»

Digital Media Strategy & Buying

»

Social Media Marketing

»

Interactive Design & Development

»

Web Analytics

»

User Experience Analysis

»

Rich Media Production

»

Search Engine Optimization

»

Viral Programs/Contests

»

Landing Page Optimization

»

Mapping & Booking Integration

12
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Our Clients
We currently work with more than 90 DMOs and hospitality businesses, some of which are illustrated
below. A full client list can be found at www.milespartnership.com/clients.

Awards
Our real measure of success is in delivering more visitors to a destination, but we’re always happy
to have our work acknowledged by independent sources. Below is a selection of recent print
awards we’ve won in partnership with our clients:

»

2014 Gold Adrian Award for the Austin Insider Guide

»

2014 Gold Adrian Award for the Taste of Louisiana Special Advertising Section
(in the Official Louisiana Inspiration Guide)

»

2014 Silver Adrian Award for the Brand USA Culinary Guide

»

In 2013, the San Francisco Visitors Guide won “Most Improved Editorial” at the Content
Marketing Awards

»

In 2013, ALIVE: A Colorado Summer Travel Magazine was a finalist in both the “Best
Launch” and “Best New Publication Design” categories in Min’s Editorial and Design
Awards

»

In 2013, the Brand USA: 2013 Discover America Inspiration Guide took home a Gold
HSMAI Adrian Award

»

In 2014, the Fairfax Country Official Visitors Guide Cover was awarded the Best
of Category Amy Award at the ADDY Awards. Other recent ADDY awards in print
categories include:

13
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»

2015 Gold ADDY Award: Destination Maryland 2015 – 20 Ways to Experience
Authentic Maryland

»

2015 Gold ADDY Award: Tennessee Vacation Guide Editorial Spread Series

»

2014 Gold ADDY: Louisiana Tour Guide: The Creole Way, Louisiana Travel
Guide

»

2014 Gold ADDY: Tennessee Vacation Guide: Tennessee in Pictures

»

2014 Gold ADDY: Discover America Inspiration Guide

»

2014 Silver ADDY: Wyoming 2014 Official Travelers Journal: Editorial Spreads

»

2013 Gold ADDY: Tennessee Vacation Guide Photo Essay

»

2013 Gold ADDY: Meet Memphis Jones Editorial Spread in the Memphis Visitor
Guide

»

2013 Silver ADDY: Albuquerque: The Official Visitor & Vacation Planner

»

2012 Silver ADDY: Memphis Map & Tourist Guide

»

2012 Silver ADDY: Pennsylvania Vacation Guide Illustration

Your Strategic Partner
We have always considered ourselves a partner, not a vendor. Vendors deliver commodity
purchases. Partners collaborate with you to help you meet your strategic objectives. We strive to
be an active, contributing partner on your marketing team, working with you to develop creative
approaches for your publication now and in the future. We would very much like to continue
working side-by-side with you to concept, create and deliver a quality Visitors Guide.
Both to keep current on tourism trends and to continue to build relationships within the tourism
industry, our senior management team regularly attends and participates in dozens of conferences
and seminars each year.
We have a commitment to hands-on local involvement in every market we publish in. From industry
outreach and education by our content managers, publishers and local sales staff, to attendance at
important industry events, to in-person sales calls, we take every opportunity to foster trust and
relationships with tourism industry partners.
In addition, on average our team members attend more than 50 seminars, conferences and skills
training sessions each year on topics ranging from social media to project management, copywriting,
web development, sustainable tourism practices, design and photo color correction. We commit to
investing in our team so we can bring you the best, year after year.

14
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Your Dedicated Account Team
The Miles Greater Naples, Marco Island & Everglades CVB Account Team is your core team:
dedicated to you from day one and staffed by an award-winning group of destination marketing
and sales professionals. You have already been working with many of these team members. Your
Account Team will continue to be led by Lauren Bourgoing, Account Director and Andraya Taliento,
Senior Project Manager. Supporting the CVB Account Team is Miles’ senior management team and
specialists, offering you industry-recognized experts in research, analytics, marketing strategy and
content development.

Nate Huff, Senior Vice President
Education: B.A. in American Studies and Journalism from
University of California at Santa Cruz
Experience: 13 years with Miles
Responsibilities: As a strategic adviser who shares our clients’
dedication to achieving their marketing goals, Nate would work with
you to develop and implement custom marketing strategies,
ensuring that you attain industry-leading programs, products and results.

Lauren Bourgoing, Account Director
Education: B.A., magna cum laude, in Psychology and French
from Bates College in Lewiston, ME; D.A.L.F. (Profound Diploma of
the French Language, equivalent to Masters) from University
of Provence, Aix-en-Provence, France
Experience: Three years with Miles; over 18 years of advertising
and marketing experience working with destinations and developing
strategies for integrated marketing communications programs
Responsibilities: Lauren is responsible for the daily administration of the scope of work under this
contract including all operational aspects of the contract including strategy, planning, performance,
troubleshooting, optimization and reporting.

Andraya R. Taliento, Senior Project Manager
Education: B.S.B.A. degree in Management from the University
of Central Florida and an A.A.S. degree in Human Resources from
Valencia Community College
Experience: Nine months with Miles; 9+ additional years of sales
and marketing experience.
Responsibilities: Andraya is responsible for the day-to-day
communications with the client including coordination and dissemination of all materials for client
approval. Andraya also works closely with the Miles production team to keep projects on time
and within budget.
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Rebecca Jones, Art Director
Education: B.S. in Graphic Design from Art Institute of
Philadelphia Art History Study Abroad Program in Florence
& Rome, Italy
Experience: Nine months with Miles; 10 additional years of agency
design experience
Responsibilities: Rebecca is responsible for art direction
and design across multiple platforms and takes great pride in
collaboratively working with content directors and developers to develop creative that is on target
and represents the destination’s brand.
.

Melissa Bartalos, Content Director
Education: B.A. in English and Mass Communications
from the University of Florida
Experience: Nine years with Miles; five years of additional
experience
Responsibilities: Melissa is responsible for creating content
that informs and inspires readers across a variety of platforms.
Working with a team of freelance writers and destination experts,
she concepts, creates, edits and manages content designed to
connect with readers and drive visitation.

Donna Sapolin, Content Strategist
Education: B.A. in Comparative Literature and Urban Planning
& Development from Cornell University
Experience: Eight months with Miles; more than 25 years of
directing the editorial content strategy of consumer lifestyle
magazines and websites as well as developing native
advertising content for leading consumer brands.
Responsibilities: Donna is responsible for directing and
maintaining the content strategy for leading destination brands in print magazines, websites,
email newsletters and sales and marketing collateral produced by Miles, including content planning,
development and optimization of traffic and engagement.

Danica Killelea, Graphic Designer
Education: B.A. in Visual Communications/Graphic Design,
SUNY Farmingdale; B.A. in Classical Archaeology, Hunter College
Experience: Seven months with Miles; 6 additional years of
experience in advertising, branding, marketing and publishing.
Responsibilities: Danica is responsible for graphic creation and
implementation of designs over multiple media including print
magazines, websites, email newsletters and sales and marketing
collateral. She works with art directors, content strategists, data managers and developers on a daily
basis to optimize each project in a stunningly visual and functional manner.
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Kalin Webber, Advertising & Data Manager
Education: B.A. in Anthropology, Pennsylvania State University
Experience: Three-and-a-half years with Miles; four years of
additional experience
Responsibilities: Kalin is responsible for managing the
advertising process, including client proofing and approval,
the internal production process and quality assurance. She
also manages the collection and verification of accurate,
defensible listings data, handling print advertising and facilitating the creation of online ads.

Irish Carroll, Account Executive
Education: B.S. in Accounting, Business Administration and
Finance from the University of Florida; M.B.A. in General
Business from the University of Sarasota (now Argosy University)
Experience: Three years with Miles; 15+ years of additional
experience
Responsibilities: Irish’s responsibilities include assessing
the needs of potential advertisers, defining their goals and then
demonstrating how our clients’ products can respond to each advertiser’s objectives.

Emilie DeLong, Video & Print Production
Manager
Education: B.A. in Fine Art from Smith College, MA
Experience: Seven years with Miles
Responsibilities: Emilie is responsible for the creation
of digital files and scans for publication and/or distribution.
She also coordinates internally with account managers
to determine product specifications and schedules. She
communicates with vendors, coordinates the print production process and drafts print press orders
and shipping instructions.

Mike Tompkins, Production Manager
Education: A.S. in Commercial Art from Tampa Technical
Institute; A.S. in Digital Media from Full Sail University, FL
Experience: Seven years with Miles; eight additional years
of related experience
Responsibilities: Mike oversees a team of artists who
produce top-notch advertising for all of Miles’ publications.
He’s also responsible for proofing every image in our products
to create a consistent look and feel, and making sure that
every image meets our high quality standards.
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Editorial and Design Capabilities
Editorial Expertise
For every product we publish, the Miles editorial approach is founded on creating a strong, local
network of freelance writers, carefully selected for their talent, knowledge of and passion for your
destination, as well as their ability to present an authentic voice capable of earning the trust of your
readers. You can review and approve freelance writers, should you desire.
Our content team will work closely with these freelancers to brainstorm ideas, create a
content plan and outlines and write copy for the Visitors Guide, all with input from you. We
will incorporate your input at each stage until you give all content your final approval. Special
emphasis will be given to understanding your branding, important marketing initiatives and key
drivers for visitation to Naples, Marco Island and the Everglades. Our approach gives you the
benefit of local, on-the-ground knowledge combined with the expertise of our content strategists,
who are 100 percent focused on creating the best content for tourism brands.

Quality and Accuracy
Part of our focus on content is making sure each product’s content is accurate, as we know
accuracy is essential to building trust with readers and supporting your brand. All of the content
we publish will be checked by a qualified, detail-oriented content manager or fact-checker for
accuracy, spelling and grammar before it appears in the final product. We require that our
content managers and fact-checkers confirm information through primary sources, and that all
communication (including phone calls) be tracked and noted by date, time, name and title of the
contact with whom we confirmed the information.
All content, listings data and advertisements will be proofed multiple times to ensure that the
entire team reviews and signs off on all elements prior to going to press.

Rights to All Content
The CVB will own this content for use as you wish, and our contracts with freelance writers will
ensure your rights to reuse the content in other media. Your office will have an opportunity to
review and approve the wording of the freelance contract, should you desire.

Design Direction
Our design team is made up of creative thinkers with many years of graphic design knowledge and
practical experience in creating award-winning publications. Our artists will meet and exceed your
expectations for design and layout with an inspiring creative presentation rooted in study of your
destination and brand, and exceptional product quality.
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Exceptional Product Quality
We understand that readers make a direct (if unconscious) connection between the production
quality of travel products and the perceived quality of the destination itself. We also know that in
travel products, both big-picture creativity and attention to the smallest details must occur to create
the highest quality work. We have multiple quality checkpoints to make sure this happens with
design, layouts and content—every step of the way.

Photography
Miles’ art and color correction teams are well versed in working with large libraries of digital
photography provided by our clients. In our current state-of-the-art Portfolio of images, we have
142,462 catalogued images that are organized by client, geography, subject, theme, date,
keywords, name of photographer/models (if applicable) and usage rights information.
Our photo selection/collection process includes the following steps:


Identify photo needs for the Visitors Guide – Outline photo needs for each content piece



Review the CVB’s library of images – Identify photographs from the existing library for
inclusion in your guide



Acquire images not covered by your current photo library – This step includes working
with tourism partners to contribute their imagery to the guide



Conduct photo shoots as needed – This process includes complete management of the
photo shoot by our art director, including finding and hiring local photographers for each
assignment

We have established relationships with excellent photography vendors in your market, so we are
confident in our ability to execute photo shoots that produce high-quality, brand-aligned imagery.
Our photo budget, which allows for targeted shoots to support new content, includes the
photographer, direct expenses, management and color correction for all photos.
All editorial and photo assets we create or purchase for this project will have clear documentation
that grants unlimited usage rights to the CVB. You’ll be able to use the images and content in any
marketing materials (traditional or electronic) you choose for an unlimited period of time.
Our goal is to use imagery in ways that excite, engage and inspire readers to find out more about
the locations we feature. In order to accomplish this, we check every image to make sure it has
great clarity, contrast, color saturation and separation. Images that don’t meet the standard are
either corrected so that they do, or rejected altogether.

Research
Miles makes a larger commitment to research, analytics and comparative analysis than any
other destination publisher. Working with our team, you’ll have the comfort of knowing that our
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recommendations for your programs are grounded in recent, relevant research, as well as over
60 years of destination publishing experience.
Chris Adams, our Director of Research, has overseen Miles’ commissioning of dozens of major
research projects, usability and intercept surveys and conversion studies during the past seven
years. Research has focused on leisure travelers, meeting professionals, social media for DMOs,
role/relevance of DMOs and other key topics.
A key point of difference is all our research is independent – conducted by experts, third party
research companies from PhocusWright to Destination Analysts. We also summarize this research
and analytics into key takeaways and actionable recommendations – distilling it into simple,
powerful white papers and presentations.
Our edit and art teams review current research relevant to trends in print and digital products and
how consumers use CVB products. That thinking will be applied to the content plan, the design, the
data and all aspects of the production of the Visitors Guide.
The research, white papers and presentations we have used in our work with Paradise Coast in the
last three years include the below. (For a fuller range of the research, white papers or blogs Miles
creates, sponsors or summarizes, please visit our Industry Insights section (Library and Blogs) of
www.milespartnership.com)












State of the American Traveler – Bi-annual study of U.S. leisure travelers, 2006-2015,
by Destination Analysts (Miles has been the primary sponsor since its inception)
State of the American Traveler – Generations Edition - Study of how Gen Y, Gen X and
Baby Boomers Plan and Undertake Travel, July 2014 (sponsored)
State of the American Traveler – Mobile & Content Edition – an in-depth study of the
content and mobile behavior that shapes travel decisions, February 2015 (sponsored)
Independent Hotel Research – The Market Trends and Best Practices of Successful
Independent Hotels and Resorts – PhocusWright, 2015 (sponsored)
The Importance of Food Tourism – Global Trends and Case Studies of Leading Cuisine
Destinations, Skift and the Ontario Culinary Council (subscription)
Content Marketing – Industry Trends in Content Marketing by Fortune 500 Corporations
and Airlines, Advertising Age and Skift Research studies July 2014 and February 2015
(subscription)
Data Driven Destination – Best practices in measuring and reporting performance for
Destination Marketing Organizations (Miles White Paper, November 2014)
Booking Solutions for DMOs – a Review and Analysis of the pros and cons and results
from the available online booking solutions for DMOs (Miles White Papers, December
2015)
The M Moment – best practices in online marketing in a mobile centric world (Miles Blog
and Presentations, October 2014 – March 2014)
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Working Together
We’ve always believed that collaboration is the key to creating informative, compelling and
beautiful tourism products that support your marketing efforts. Our team understands that a
cohesive branding message and high-quality products are the result of teamwork.
Our goal is to deliver products that exceed your expectations in every way, particularly in the areas
of quality content and innovative content delivery methods. We want you to feel very comfortable
with the process and with your product choices related to content, design and layout. So as always,
we welcome and encourage your input during product development.

Account Management
We work with every client to customize a workflow process that meets their specific needs.
Our Account Directors and Project Managers have access to a number of project management
software tools that help them monitor and manage all aspects of a project. We want to ensure
that all scheduling information is presented in a way that works for you.
Internally, we use Workfront scheduling technology software. This software program allows our
teams to schedule our projects in great detail, down to individual tasks by employee. All project
information can then be rolled up into a schedule to be shared with our clients.
Workfront gives us the ability to budget accurately and allows us to locate areas where we can
create efficiencies to reduce overall production time. It also allows us to foresee upcoming
schedule challenges so we can quickly adjust where necessary.

Scheduling
As the largest tourism publisher in the U.S., we not only staff appropriately, but also use systems
and technology to accomplish our clients’ objectives within the required timeframes.
Before production begins, we will work with you to create a production schedule that serves all of
your product needs. The schedule will clearly communicate key steps, timeframes and touch points
needed to facilitate smooth, on-time production, ensuring that you’re comfortable at each stage.
The goal is for you to understand deliverables clearly and to have input throughout the process.

Print Production Process
Just as the quality of our products reflects on our organization, the quality of your products
reflects on your brand. To ensure that we build the value of your brand, and maintain Miles’
commitment to publishing high-quality products, we have adopted these documented standards:
Fact-checking, proofreading and editing. All of the editorial content we publish in your visitors
guide print publication will be fact-checked by a qualified, detail-oriented content manager or
fact-checker for accuracy, spelling and grammar before appearing in the final product. In addition,
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our editors will provide professional proofreading and editing services throughout the production
cycle.
Photo color correction. With more than 13 years of re-touching and color correction experience,
Production Manager Mike Tompkins has won both national and international awards for his work.
He personally reviews every image and scan we publish to make sure it meets or exceeds our
standards.
Prepress and quality control. We conduct extensive checks at the two critical points in the
printing process: first, to review the initial build of templates and master pages before going to
press; and second, to ensure that all of our quality standards for design are met mid-production.
All of the publications we create are built using the most up-to-date version of Adobe InDesign,
and we limit use of fonts to PostScript Type 1 fonts because plate-making is most compatible
with PostScript information contained in Type 1 fonts. Images used are converted to .eps files to
ensure there is no image compression, and all ads and maps are initially pre-flighted and saved as
PDFx_1a files before being placed in a guide. Agency-supplied .pdf ads are supplied via our upload
site at www.milespartnership.com/upload, where more than 100 file attributes (including image
resolution, color and fonts) are automatically checked by pre-flight software. If the ad contains any
errors, the advertiser/agency is notified of the issues via the website, which gives them instructions
on how to correct the errors. When the design of the publication is complete and all pages are
approved by the client, the final stage of file processing is an automated pre-flight through the PDFx
system, which checks the elements of the pages to make sure they’re all technically sound,
outputting our press-ready PDFx_1a files and sending them directly to the printer.
Printing and paper management. Our expertise in print techniques, paper options and quality
control measures means that we can offer you choices and recommendations to enhance product
quality while controlling costs. We will bring you suggestions for cost-effective paper selections
that respect our quality standards and your budget.

Our workflow process for print publications is as follows:
1. We begin by meeting with you to discuss the proposal and gather your feedback about our
recommendations. We also ask you to share any other relevant information about destination news,
campaigns and new initiatives that should be integrated into the product.

2. After meeting with you, we create a detailed content plan to provide a solid foundation for the
product and ensure it satisfies your goals. We provide you with a final production schedule, as well
as page layouts, story ideas and coverage outlines. At this time, we welcome your feedback on the
design and editorial concepts, and we don’t proceed to next steps until we know you’re on board.
We then contract with trusted, professional freelance writers who know your market; however, we
can collaborate with you on writer selection if you prefer.

3. The next steps include writing articles, fact-checking, conducting photo shoots, designing pages,
placing ads and editing cover-to-cover.

4. Full-color, laser-quality proofs of the entire publication will be sent to you for input and
corrections. After corrections have been made, you will have an opportunity to review the entire
final publication digitally, including advertisements.
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5. We will provide a print-quality proof of the cover for your review prior to the guide being
released for print.

Data
As you know, Miles has full-time data team members who collect, verify and maintain listing
information. We also have database technology that lets us store and keep up-to-date more than
600 fields of information for each business. This is the same database that provides information to
the CVB’s website, ParadiseCoast.com.
As part of our data collection and verification process, your Data Manager will contact directly each
business that qualifies for a listing, using online forms, email, fax, mail and phone to update and
verify its information. Once the verification process is complete, we will notify the CVB of any active
listings that did not respond to our verification attempts so that it may determine and let us know if
those listings should be included. Thanks to this thorough process, we have a track record of
producing accurate, defensible data for our clients.

Distribution
We work with a number of reputable, experienced shipping companies and will ensure that your
products are delivered in a safe and timely manner. We work with Phase V, the CVB’s longtime
fulfillment company, to coordinate production of the Visitors Guide to meet postal specifications,
to work with Phase V’s labeling equipment, and to ensure timely delivery of the guides to their
warehouse in Fort Myers.
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Marketing & Advertising Sales Plan
In searching for a turnkey advertising solution for the annual Visitors Guide, the CVB needs a partner
who brings three things to the table to make the program successful in Collier County: 1) proven
success in selling tourism advertising; 2) an understanding of the local market and; 3) the unique
ability to develop trusting advertiser relationships. No other vendor can come close to matching our
qualifications in these critical areas.
Miles has been selling advertising in tourism publications since 1954, starting with a local tourism
publication in Sarasota, and expanding over the years to include visitor guides from Key West to
Vancouver and from New Hampshire to Anaheim. As a company, we generate more than $25
million of industry participation annually, making us one of the largest destination tourism publishers
in North America.
In addition, Miles has been selling tourism advertising in Collier County for more than 20 years,
including providing a turnkey advertising sales solution for the CVB’s Visitors Guide (and its new
website) since its launch 12 years ago. Account Executive Irish Carroll is in his third sales cycle with
the CVB’s products and his consultative sales approach has proven to be very effective for selling
and for developing close relationships with advertisers and non-advertisers throughout the area.

2016 Recommended Rate Card
The CVB has held guide rates steady for several years, even after launching a new website and
adding a more robust digital advertising component to the sales effort. Our priority is to continue
to expand value for advertisers while holding down costs; with the continued growth in tourism
comes increased competition for limited advertising budgets. Our recommendation is for a modest
(approximately) 2% increase in 2016 rates while continuing to elevate guide requests and electronic
guide views through innovations like the new sticky footer on the CVB’s website. For the 2016
Paradise Coast Visitors Guide recommended rate card and the 2015 Paradise Coast Official Visitors
Guide Media Kit, see the Attachments section of this proposal, starting on page 28.
With regard to the ads, most are formatted and Miles will prepare the ads: we require only photos,
logo and copy, which requires no agency design (in some instances certain advertisers have
requested and been approved for their agency to supply a non-formatted ad). Full-page advertisers
have the option of submitting non-formatted ads, if desired. While there will be no prepay discounts,
we can bill clients to meet their fiscal budget cycles, when needed.

As done previously, we will create a professional media kit delivering a powerful value
proposition for partnering with the CVB in the Visitors Guide and on the website, including the
CVB’s mission, vision, marketing and advertising campaign outlook, guide distribution, website
statistics, visitor demographics, as well as the advertising opportunities available in the guide
and on the web, rates and ad specs.
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Turnkey Delivery of Print
& Digital Visitors Guide Formats
Advertising Sales and Management
Miles has vast experience in tourism advertising sales and has sold millions of dollars in tourism
advertising in Florida over the past five years.
We have years of experience selling tourism advertising, but this is the CVB’s Visitors Guide.
The advertisers are the CVB’s partners. Our role in managing the advertising sales is to make
the guide a success for all involved. As in the past, we will meet to discuss any changes to the
business rules for advertising in the guide. We will review with you the rates and the marketing
message to ensure that what we say and how we represent the guide is in line with your goals.
You will have the opportunity to approve all ads prior to publishing.
As part of our service, we will provide the following:






Turnkey sales solution by a qualified, experienced marketing and sales professional
Free advertising production on all formatted ads – includes collection of material
and creation of ad for proofing
Ad proofing and approval process for CVB and advertisers – the opportunity for
the advertiser and the CVB to approve all ads prior to publication
Accounting and reporting – Miles will be responsible for all billing and collection of
revenue and reporting to the CVB

Provide Sales Contacts, Contracts
We will provide the CVB staff with sales and revenue reports on a weekly basis or on any
schedule the CVB prefers.

Secure Advertising and Ad Revenue at No Additional Cost to
the County
Our model has been based on applying advertising revenue against the total cost of producing
the guide. We will provide 80% of all net collected advertising revenue to the CVB to apply in
offsetting the cost of Visitors Guide production. The 20% retained by Miles will be used to pay
sales commissions and cover sales expenses, ad production, billing and collection.
The ad/edit ratio in the 2015 Visitors Guide we created was 28/72% with a book size of 60
pages (56 + 4 covers).We will continue to honor the 40% advertising maximum going forward.
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Pricing
At Miles we pride ourselves on the quality of our work. We know we are rarely going to be “the
lowest responsible bidder” and we are okay with that because we believe our clients get a different
level of quality and innovation when they collaborate with our team. Our team is also very well
versed in your brand, has strong Partner relationships and is ready to hit the ground running
to ensure smooth delivery of your 2016 Guide.
As required by the RFP, we have supplied the requested numbers in the provided form (Attachment
5) to present our quote. Below is an explanation of the numbers and what they include.

1. TOTAL COSTS
a) “Turn-key” service including travel and out of pocket expenses, advertisement sales
and management, design, research, composition, set-up and proofing: $93,000.
All costs associated with the production of the printed guide are included. It assumes we will create
new content, generate new photography, work with the agency to produce a new cover and deliver
a new guide based on the existing trim size and page count. All listings will be updated and
reverified. Advertising and listing formats will remain consistent with the current style. The price
includes $4,000 for photography and $3,000 for freelance writing.
Since much of the content and photography is new in the 2015 guide, the CVB has the option of
saving on costs by leveraging much of the current content (with updates). If our discussions with the
CVB point to the need to change the scope of work, the price can be adjusted accordingly.

b) Cost for printing, binding, packaging and distribution (125,000 copies; 56+4): $52,000.
Attachment 5 asks for a cost for 125,000 copies, which is higher than the current 110,000
distribution. Our quote in Attachment 5 is based on 125,000 guides in a 56-page plus cover format.

»

Should the CVB decide to reduce the quantity to 110,000, the printing cost would
be reduced by $5,300.

»

Should the CVB decide to reduce costs and cut back to a guide with 48 pages plus
cover, the printing cost would be reduced by $7,400.

»

Should the CVB decide to reduce the quantity to 110,000 and the page count to
48 pages plus cover, the printing cost would be reduced by $12,000.

c) Total cost for Internet media development, uploading and coordination with CVB vendor:
$1,500.
This cost includes the production of an eBook for electronic distribution, as well as Layar technology
that provides an augmented reality and interactive experience.

2. REVENUE
We propose to remit 80% of total net collected revenues to the CVB. The 20% retained by Miles
Media will be used to pay for sales commissions and ad production costs.
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Based on estimated net collected sales of more than $125,000, the CVB would receive at least
$100,000 to apply to the cost of the guide.

3. COST TO THE CVB
In this proposal, if net collected sales are $125,000 (2015 net sales were $121,576), then the CVB
would pay $46,500 – only $4,376 more than for the 2015 guide, including the increased quantity.
Furthermore, the cost could be less if sales exceed $125,000. The cost will cover inclusion of the
new Layar technology, which will take the digital experience to the next level and drive more
visitation to www.paradisecoast.com.
Additionally, if the CVB should decide to leverage a greater portion of existing content from the
current 2015 guide for the new 2016 guide, the costs would go down accordingly. We would
welcome the opportunity to discuss additional ways to increase distribution and reduce
costs in the coming year.
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Attachments






2015 Paradise Coast Official Visitors Guide Media Kit
Recommended Rate Card for 2016 Official Visitors Guide
Sample 2016 Paradise Coast Visitors Guide Editorial Spread
Certificate of Liability Insurance
Required Forms
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F L O R I D A’ S

PARADISE COAST
n a ples • m a rco isl a nd
ev ergl a des

2015 Official Travel Marketing Programs
ParadiseCoast.com & 2015 Florida’s Paradise Coast Official Visitors Guide
The Most Effective Opportunity for Reaching Visitors to Naples, Marco Island and the Everglades
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THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAY
TO DRIVE VISITORS TO PARADISE
Official marketing programs for
Florida’s Paradise Coast drive highly
qualified travelers to visit the area,
resulting in record-setting numbers
for visitation and spending.
The Official Visitors Guide is your
opportunity to have a year-round presence
in the #1 fulfillment piece answering
all visitor inquiries about Naples, Marco
Island and the Everglades.
The annual guide – and the newly
redesigned ParadiseCoast.com – are
part of a powerful $4.5 million
marketing and advertising
campaign supporting our vision
to be recognized as the most
desirable year-round tourism
destination in the world.
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OPPORTUNITY: VISITORS GUIDE
The Florida’s Paradise Coast Official Visitors Guide invites worldwide travelers to
discover the wonder that is Naples, Marco Island and the Everglades.
With an upscale design, beautiful imagery and compelling content, the guide’s feature
stories, detailed maps, and comprehensive activities and accommodations listings are
an influential traveler resource.
Advertisers can have a high-impact presence with either supplied creative or an
editorial-like, formatted option.

ADVERTISERS ALSO RECEIVE
Inclusion in the ebook
edition viewable on
ParadiseCoast.com
with links directly
to advertisers’ websites.

 highlighted listing in
A
the Accommodations
or Attractions section
with an “ad on page #”
direction.
Accommodations

 d creative services:
A
Ads smaller than a full
page will be formatted
at no charge with proof
provided. (Full page+ ads

have the option to supply
non-formatted creative.)

Attractions

2015 Rates
Ad Sizes

NET RATE

Full-Page

$6,295

Half-Page

$4,100

Third-Page

$3,150

Sixth-Page

$2,100

Premium Positions

IMPORTANT DATES:
Reservation Date:

September 8th, 2014
Materials Due:

Two-Page Spread

$11,895

Back Cover

$7,995

Inside Front Cover

$7,495

Page 1

$7,495

Table of Contents

$7,495

Inside Back Cover

$6,995

September 19th, 2014
Publication Date:

December 2014
Non-profit organizations – please
inquire about special rates
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OPPORTUNITY: PARADISECOAST.COM

Featured Partner

Throughout the key planning sections of ParadiseCoast.com, content-like ad
elements with call-to-action messages drive visitors directly to advertisers’
profile pages on the site and directly to the advertisers’ websites.
This annual presence is exclusive to a select number of advertisers; six
advertisers will rotate across two ad spots in three different categories.
Ads will rotate for 12 months

Places to Stay

Things to Do

Events

$950 one of six advertisers

$750 one of six advertisers

$750 one of six advertisers

OPPORTUNITY: PARADISECOAST.COM

Display Advertising

With prominent placement throughout
ParadiseCoast.com, accommodations,
attractions and restaurants reach the
perfect audience at the perfect time, right
when they are making travel decisions.
Campaigns are based on impressions
at a $20 CPM (cost-per-thousand).
Advertisers that combine a Paradise Coast
Visitors Guide presence with a website
campaign can reserve impressions at a
$15 CPM.
Impressions are run-of-site with advertisers
selecting a priority category.

300x250 pixels

REACH & INFLUENCE YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE

2015 Official
Visitors Guide
110,000
Copies

Reach travelers who are actively
planning a visit to our destination.
A high-impact marketing campaign
and extensive distribution network
create demand:
❂ Mailed by request directly 		
to valuable travelers who are 		
likely planning a long,
high-spend vacation
❂ Distributed in-market at key 		
venues, including Southwest 		
Florida International Airport, and
at tradeshows and conferences
worldwide
It’s easy for travelers to order the
guide from click-and-request buttons
on the homepage and throughout
ParadiseCoast.com.
90% of distribution is outside of
Fort Myers DMA, qualifying for
full grant reimbursement.
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ParadiseCoast.com
All marketing initiatives drive travelers to
experience the all-new ParadiseCoast.com,
an immersive, inspirational planning website
with a responsive design format that
automatically adapts the site to any
digital device.
Always a top search engine result for key
travel terms related to Naples, Marco Island
and the Everglades, ParadiseCoast.com
is set to grow traffic even more. Organic
search content and powerful advertising
and promotion campaigns drive highly
desirable visitors to the region’s most
important travel site.
❂ HHI $140,000+
❂ Top DMAs:
→ New York
→ Fort Myers
→ Miami-Ft. Lauderdale
→ Chicago
→ Tampa-St. Petersburg

→ Orlando-Daytona
→ West Palm Beach
→ Philadelphia
→ D.C.

Site traffic is up 25%
to 500,000 annual visitors
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Formatted and
Non-formatted Ad
Options Available

PRINT AD SPECS
MECHANICAL
SPECS

TRIM SIZE
W: 8” X H: 10.5”

Full Page Bleed

W: 8.13” x H: 10.75”

Half Page

includes bleed

Full Page non-bleed

W: 7.13” x H: 9.3”

Quarter Page

W: 4.55” x H: 4.625”

Half Page

W: 6.9375” x H: 4.625”

1/3 Page

W: 4.56” x H: 4.63”

1/6 Page

W: 2.1875” x H: 4.625”

Back Cover

W: 7.52” x H: 8”

Third Page

Sixth Page

SEND ALL AD MATERIALS TO:
Miles welcomes you to our new on-line system for processing your ads
and materials.
You can log-in at any time to AdDesk.MilesPartnership.com to upload
camera ready files, ad materials or to view your catalog of previous
run materials and ads.
To run a previous ad, go to the artwork catalog tab. As long as the specs
are the same, click on the correct ad and click “republish artwork”.
Email information to: Kelly

Lee,
Kelly.Lee@MilesPartnership.com,

Questions? Call Kelly Lee at 1-800-683-0010 ext. 2394 or
email Kelly.Lee@MilesPartnership.com
Supply Your Ad Online: Submit your non-formatted, full page ad as a
hi-resolution PDFx-1a file to AdDesk.MilesPartnership.com

Don’t miss this great opportunity to market your business to hundreds of
thousands of qualified travelers with the official Paradise Coast programs.
To reserve your space or for more information, contact:

Irish Carroll

office: 941-342-2390 | cell: 941-320-6447
Irish.Carroll@MilesPartnership.com
6751 Professional Pkwy. West, Suite 200 Sarasota, FL 34240 | 941-320-6447 | MilesPartnership.com
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Recommended Rate
Card for 2016 Official
Visitors Guide
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2016 Paradise Coast Visitors Guide
Recommended Rate Card
The 2016 rate card will be incorporated into a beautifully designed media kit that powerfully captures
the value proposition for advertisers by providing information about the CVB’s mission and vision,
marketing and advertising campaign initiatives, guide distribution, website statistics, visitor
demographics, advertising opportunities, ad rates and ad specs.

2016 Recommended Rates
Full Page

$6,425

Half Page

$4,195

Third Page

$3,225

Sixth Page

$2,150

Premium Positions
Inside Front Cover

$7,495

Page 1

$7,495

Table of Contents

$7,495

Inside Back Cover

$6,995

Back Cover

$7,995

Two-Page Spread

$11,995
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Sample 2016
Paradise Coast
Visitors Guide
Editorial Spread

NAPLES SPOTLIGHT
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The softest, whitest
sand beach I've
ever been on.
– Timothy from Moline, IL
The sand is like powdered
sugar. The water is warm and
crystal clear. We love this beach!
– Marianne from New York, NY

Breathtaking! This beach is great
for families and really everyone.
– Dee from Santa Cruz, CA

Soft &
sparkling!

My favorite beach in the world!
Nothing compares to Naples.
– Kay from Berlin, Germany

– Katie from
Syracuse, NY
America's Top Beaches:
Os cus entint faccatur autati
ut as volum quam quam
enditi rectia sit ium
esciantem. Itatias pelitat
inctat. Et alis aboequ.
Olorerrum, ulpa doluptur
molupta tquibusant es est
faceremo beatqui anditae
mag lorem.

FOOD & DRINKS

ON THE BEACH
Os cus entint faccatur autati ut as volum quam
quam enditi rectia sit ium esciantem. Itatias
pelitat inctat. Et alis aboequ. Olorerrum, ulpa
doluptur molupta tquibusant es est faceremo
beatqui anditae magnisi miliant, se que voloria
dolendendam sequae derio occus ut id quidunt
unturitatur, sed ut debit harcianihil ius, officia.
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STAND-UP PADDLING, SOUTH
VOLLEYBALL & MORE BEACH
Os cus entint faccatur autati ut as volum quam
quam enditi rectia sit ium esciantem. Itatias
pelitat Et
inctat.
Et alis aboequ.
Olorer rum,
pelitat inctat.
alis aboequ.
Olorerrum,
ulpa doluptur molupta tquibusant
es est faceremo beatqui anditae
magnisi miliant, se que voloria
dolendendam sequae derio occus.

Os cus entint faccatur autati
ut as volum quam quam enditi
rectiarectia
sit iumsitesciantem.
Itatias
enditi
ium esciantem.
pelitat inctat. Et als aboequ.
Olorerrum,ulpa
ulpadoluptur
dolupturmolupta
moluptatquibusant
tquibusantes
Olorerrum,
eest faceremo beatqui anditae magnist id
quidunt unturitatur, sed ut debit harcianihil
iusoffi cia.

BEACH TIPS &
HELPFUL HINTS
Os cus entint faccatur autati ut as volum quam
quam enditi rectia sit ium esciantem. Itatias
pelitat inctat. Et alis aboequ. Olorerrum, ulpa
doluptur molupta tquibusant es est faceremo
beatqui anditae magnisi miliant, se que voloria
dolendendam sequae derio occus ut id quidunt
unturitatur, sed ut debit harcianihil ius, officia.
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CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

TM

4/09/2015

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to
the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the
certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
CONTACT
Toni Rendon
NAME:
PHONE
(A/C, No, Ext): 786-454-2041
E-MAIL
ADDRESS: antonieta.rendon@usi.biz

PRODUCER

USI Insurance Services, LLC/CL
P.O. Box 141916
Coral Gables, FL 33114-1916
305 669-6000

305-669-6030

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

NAIC #

American Casualty Company of Re
INSURER B : Continental Casualty Company
INSURER C : National Fire Insurance Co. of
INSURER D : Columbia Casualty Company
INSURER E : Continental Casualty Company
INSURER F : Markel American Insurance Compa

20427
20443
20478
31127
20443
28932

INSURER A :

INSURED

Miles Media Group, LLC
6751 Professional Pkwy W Ste 200
Sarasota, FL 34240-8450
COVERAGES

FAX
(A/C, No):

CERTIFICATE NUMBER:

REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
INSR
LTR

A

GENERAL LIABILITY

X

POLICY NUMBER

C4013762354

POLICY EFF
POLICY EXP
(MM/DD/YYYY) (MM/DD/YYYY)

04/09/2015 04/09/2016

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

X

CLAIMS-MADE

A

ADDL SUBR
INSR WVD

TYPE OF INSURANCE

OCCUR

LIMITS
EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED
PREMISES (Ea occurrence)

$ 1,000,000

MED EXP (Any one person)

$ 5,000

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

$ 1,000,000

$ 1,000,000

GENERAL AGGREGATE

$ 2,000,000

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
PROPOLICY
LOC
JECT

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG

$ 2,000,000

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
(Ea accident)

$ 1,000,000

BODILY INJURY (Per person)

$

X
X

UA4013762399

ANY AUTO
ALL OWNED
AUTOS
HIRED AUTOS

$

04/09/2015 04/09/2016

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NON-OWNED
AUTOS

X

BODILY INJURY (Per accident) $
PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Per accident)

$
$

B

X

UMBRELLA LIAB

X

EXCESS LIAB

C

CUP401376230

OCCUR

04/09/2015 04/09/2016

CLAIMS-MADE

X RETENTION $10,000
DED
WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
Y/N
ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
N N/A
(Mandatory in NH)
If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

D *Professional/E&O
E Crime-Dishonesty
F D&O/EPL/Fiduciary

EACH OCCURRENCE

$ 3,000,000

AGGREGATE

$ 3,000,000
$

599325841

01/01/2015 01/01/2016 X

WC STATUTORY LIMITS

OTHER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

$ 1,000,000

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE $ 1,000,000

596456868
596506703
ML815583

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT $ 1,000,000
04/09/2015 04/09/2016 $5,000,000 /Ded $25,000
10/01/2014 10/01/2015 $1,000,000 /Ded $10,000
10/18/2014 10/18/2015 $3,000,000/Ded $0-$25k

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES (Attach ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, if more space is required)

*Professional/Technology/Media Errors & Omission Liability coverage is written on a claims-made basis.
*D&O Limit $3,000,000 / EPL Limit $3,000,000 / Fiduciary Limit $1,000,000 Deductible $0 - $25,000

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

CANCELLATION

PROOF OF INSURANCE

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

© 1988-2010 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
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